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Advanced Data Mining and Forecasting
BY ANCHAL LYER

The processes of data mining and forecasting
are two separate but very crucial aspects that
can have a significant impact on how business
concerns perform.
Need for data mining
The most important factor for a business to
be successful is to develop the right connect
with their consumers and maintaining it.
Now given the changes that prevail in market
conditions, companies must first understand
their customers and the market equally well.
This quest to gain a better understanding of
the market has led to the creation of data
mining techniques. So to answer what is data
mining – it is essentially the process of
exploring data in depth, for spotting valid and
useful patterns hidden within user data
gathered over time from various sources.
Need for forecasting
With time, user demands keep changing,
giving rise to dynamic data that exhibits
transformations beyond time limits. It,
therefore, becomes a dire necessity for
businesses to be able to gauge such changes
beforehand, so that they can gear up to
provide exactly what their customers are
looking for.
This results in what is forecastingor creating
prediction models based on the huge
volumes of user data that is generated every
second.

Integrating data mining and forecasting
It is interesting to note that data mining is
carried out solely to build business prediction
models. Data scientists and experts have
asserted that integrating data mining and
forecasting can help in fetching more
meaningful and accurate insights that
directly boost profitability.
With data mining for prediction, the value
that businesses derive from it is much more
beneficial to them to fine-tune company
strategies and increase profits. Optimizing
inventory costs, production costs and other
expenditure plus garnering customers’ faith
are additional benefits that cannot be
overlooked.
Now the question is, how are data mining and
the process of forecasting integrated?
As per experts, the three main prerequisites
for successfully incorporating data mining
with forecasting are –
Understanding
the
effectiveness
of
predictions across various time frames
Being able to distinguish between planning
and prediction
Keeping stakeholders fully updated about
implementing predictions
In order to integrate data mining for building
efficient prediction models, various methods
need to be combined. This is to improve the
accuracy of data analysis of historical

data and come up with accurate forecasts.
For this purpose, it is mandatory to
determine specific algorithms, the domains
where data mining must be applied, as well
as the Data Science team which will develop
all of these.
Once the initial mandates are taken care of,
the three most effective approaches adopted
for data mining for forecasting are –
he similarity analysis method
The co-integration method
The cross-correlation method
These Data Analytics methods involve various
complex statistical derivations which are
based on time-series transactional details
pertaining to users.
Why do we need to integrate Data mining
and Forecasting?

TThe
most
layman
and
precise
understanding of the reasons for the
integration of data mining and forecasting is
the need for producing an exceptionalquality forecast. The integration approach is
one of the most preferred approaches for
Data mining and predictive analytics. Why?
Because it factually allows access to
thousands of independent variables with a
potential to process data mining in an
effective and efficient manner. These
independent variables allow time-seriestype data analysis, thus offering more
optimized results.
The Take-Away
Along with these three approaches or
methods, the business acumen of market
experts highly matters in sharpening the
forecasts. Various statistical techniques are
also applied to develop the final prediction
model. This final prediction model is then
deployed at the end user level, with the help
of appropriate technologies.
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Private Jets No Longer for the Rich and
Famous
Remember the excitement of calling your
first Uber or LYFT ride? With the download of
an app and the click of a button, convenience
and transportation were right at your
fingertips. The days of standing on the corner
hailing a cab or hiring a car service are over
(for most.)
And now that those days are behind you, the
hustle, bustle and hassle of commercial
airlines and airports can be your next
farewell.
Meet ONEflight International, your new
travel buddy, bringing the joy and thrill back
to flying. No more turning on your Google
flight tracker for the best deals or acting out a
scene from the Hunger Games when it comes
to an airline's early flight check-in process.
ONEflight International's new state-of-theart Book A Jet or BAJit.com program makes
taking that trip to California (or anywhere
else you have to go, for that matter) as easy as
calling your nearest ride- hailing company.
Think this service may be outside your
budget? Think again. ONEflight's volumebased pricing allows savings of 30 to 40
percent over typical private jet costs and with
a database of more than 4,000 jets and 500 of
the leading charter operators, you are
guaranteed to find the perfect size and style.
The price for a single flyer may seem
daunting. However, President and CEO
Ferren Rajput believes the private flights are
ideal for businesspeople and families.

When factoring in the time, money and
overall hassle it takes to travel in groups,
flying private quickly appears as the most
viable option. Plus, let's not forget that each
flight comes with a complimentary catered
meal - and we're not talking bagged pretzels
and a cup of water. Passengers are connected
with a Concierge Coordinator that will
accommodate any food and dietary
restrictions to provide a deliciously catered
meal selected by the passengers, with crowd
favorites such as steak and potatoes.

Private jets also offer the convenience of
smaller, less crowded airports. For the group
of business folks eager to reach their
destination, flying private cuts out the stress.
No long check-in station or even longer TSA
lines to fight through, shaving off hours of
travel time and leaving more time for
business.
In an interview with Arizona Daily Mix
Channel 7, President and CEO Rajput says,
"the private jet segment was really just
supposed to be for the wealthy, the top superrich, but it's not that anymore."

With the new system BAJit.com, developed
by ONEflight International, anyone can
experience the luxury and convenience of a
private jet.
"If you're going to fly private jets, you need to
check out ONEflight's BAJ, the most efficient
booking system." says Robert Herjavec,
founder and CEO of Herjavec Group, a global
cybersecurity company, leading Shark on
ABC's Shark Tank, and brand ambassador for
ONEflight.
So, before you book your next getaway, be it
business or pleasure, check BAJit.com for the
best options.

Surety Bonds Protect Infrastructure
Investment
Almost universal agreement surrounds the
need to repair or replace America's aging
infrastructure of roads, highways, bridges,
dams, drinking and wastewater facilities,
ports, airports and other essential facilities
that ensure the quality of living that
Americans expect.
Finding consensus on addressing the
question of how to pay for the massive
investment needed to fix the problem,
however, is another matter entirely.
As federal and state legislators discuss and
debate the means by which to fund
infrastructure improvements, what has
become clear is that funds, whether from
public or private sources or a combination of
the two, are precious commodities that must
be wisely spent and protected.
Mandatory bonding on federal and state
public construction projects has been in
existence for many decades, protecting and
preserving countless projects through
prequalification of contractors and providing
guarantees of contract performance.
In fact, a recent study conducted by The
Canadian Centre for Economic Analysis
verified the economic value of surety bond
protection.

"One of the conclusions which leapt off the
page to us was…that non-bonded
construction enterprises are 10 times more
likely to become insolvent than bonded
companies," states Steve Ness, President of
the Surety Association of Canada.
Construction projects carried out under the
protection of bonded contracts have reduced
risk of contractor insolvency, greater
protection of economic activity, and better
management of economic risk, Ness adds.
"Disastrous consequences for the public can
result from instances when mandatory bond
requirements are ignored," asserts John
Bustard, President of the National
Association of Surety Bond Producers, Inc.
and Executive Vice President of King & Neel,
Inc., an insurance and surety bonding agency
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
He cites the example of the city of Harrisburg,
PA, which decided to retrofit its trash
incinerator plant without requiring the
contractor to furnish a bond guaranteeing its
work. The work turned out to be deficient,
leaving the city with more than $280 million
in debt. A grand jury investigation of the
situation produced "A Report of the ThirtyNinth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury"
under then Pa. Attorney General

Josh Shapiro, in which it was concluded that
"the absence of performance bonds which
were equal to the contract amounts involved
here was the single biggest factor in
producing the overwhelming debt now facing
the city."
The report further states: "Had performance
bonds been in place, they would have
shielded the City from the financial fallout
from the failed contract to retrofit the
incinerator." Subsequently, Pennsylvania
legislators have introduced legislation to
address this particular issue and to require
bonds at 100 percent of the amount.
Even when infrastructure projects are not
solely funded with public funds, such as
projects undertaken through a combination
of public and private financing, as through
public-private partnership arrangements,
those projects need bond requirements.

Approximately 20 states have already
reached that policy conclusion, enacting
public-private partnership legislation that
also mandates bonding requirements on such
projects. Situations have arisen, however, in
which bonding has been ignored or reduced
on public-private partnership infrastructure
projects; and the public has paid a heavy price
when problems have arisen with little or no
backstop.
As Congress weighs how to address the
tremendous infrastructure needs of the
country in the coming months, protections in
the form of performance and payment bonds
will be absolutely necessary to ensure that
the precious funds of America's private and
public investment are wisely spent and that
the public receives the quality of
infrastructure that it deserves.

Top 5 books for financeirs
The Ride of a Lifetime is about how good leaders should always remain
optimistic. Even when faced with difficult decisions, true leaders know
their team won't be motivated by pessimists, so they remain positive. Iger
also emphasizes the importance of courage, focus, and thoughtfulness.
Something he wrote that resonated with me was that if you believe
something can be better (like SPF!), then put the effort in to change it.
By Robert Iger
CEO and founder, Supergoop
Published on Sept. 23, 2019

I recommend this book to anyone looking to start a new business or break
through to the next level of their career. It’s full of inspiration and tools
needed to be fearless and push forward when you’re ready to make a big
change. I wish I had it by my side when starting Warby Parker.
By Jean Case
Co-founder and co-CEO, Warby Parker Retail Inc.
Published on Jan. 8, 2019

This book forces the reader to think about the challenges of our current
internet data model and focus on how the data we leave behind online is
used to sell to us and predict and influence our behaviour. Everyone should
read it, but particularly business leaders who, like me, are committed to
models that use personal data to empower people and to ensure real
competition and transparency that truly allows consumer choice.

By Shoshona Zuboff
Executive chairman, Banco Santander SA
Published on Jan. 15, 2019

I inhaled Loonshots, by physicist-turned-entrepreneur Safi Bahcall. The
book considers the factors that allow good ideas—and especially, good,
crazy ideas—to get off the ground. Bahcall borrows from physics, writing
that most organizations exist in discrete phases. Some are good at the
new; some are better at refining what’s worked already. What I especially
liked was his analysis of those occasions when an organization straddled
the line between the two, managing to create the future while keeping
pace with the here and now.
Stephanie Cohen
Chief strategy officer, Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
Published on March 19, 2019

This is a compelling historical fiction based on a remarkable individual,
Varian Fry, who bravely worked to smuggle artists out of France during
World War II. Orringer evokes a vivid sense of Marseilles, the Vichy
functionaries, and the remarkable people committed to save the lives and
the cultural legacy of notable artists (Marc Chagall, Hannah Arendt, among
them). The clever schemes to organize escape routes across the
Pyrenees and the Atlantic carry the gripping narrative, but the insightful
exploration of the inner lives of the characters lifts this novel to a different
level. Highly recommended as an escape to a different time and place
when principles and lives were on the line every day, and personal choices
really mattered.
By Julie Orringer
Chairman and CEO, Clayton Dubilier & Rice LLC
Published on May 7, 2019

Joe Biden: Everything you need to know
about the 2020 presidential candidate
Former Vice President Joe Biden joined the crowded 2020 Democratic
field on April 25, declaring his candidacy for president nearly two years
after he exited the White House alongside former President Barack
Obama. Biden entered as a likely front-runner in some of the earlynominating contests to take on President Donald Trump.
Name: Joseph Robinette Biden Jr.
Party: Democrat
Date of birth: Nov. 20, 1942
Age: 77
Hometown: Scranton, Pennsylvania
Family: Married to Jill Biden, father to Hunter, Ashley and the late
Joseph Robinette 'Beau' III and Naomi. Biden's first wife, Neilia, died in
a car accident with their daughter Naomi.
Education: He graduated from the University of Delaware and Syracuse
Law School.
What he does now: Since leaving the White House, Biden and his wife
announced the launch of the Biden Cancer Initiative to invest in efforts
for cancer prevention, detection, diagnosis, research and care. Biden's
son, Beau, died in May 2015 after battling brain cancer.
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What you might not know about him:As a
child and teenager, he struggled with a
stutter. A young Biden overcame the
affliction through public speaking.During his
college years at the University of Delaware,
Biden played football.
Biden was first sent to Washington in 1972
when the people of Delaware elected him to
the U.S. Senate at 29 years old. He was one of
the youngest people elected to a seat in the
upper chamber.In the weeks after being
elected to the Senate in 1972, tragedy struck
the Biden family after a car accident killed his
first wife, Neilia and their 1-year-old
daughter, Naomi, and severely injured his
sons, Beau and Hunter. In 1977, he married Jill
Biden.After Biden's 46-year old son, Beau, lost
his battle to cancer in 2015, Obama eulogized
the former Delaware Attorney General during
a memorial service. The Biden family received
72,000 condolences through the White
House's virtual system after the death of Beau
-- and condolences were submitted from
every state, according to the vice president's
office.One
of
Biden's
significant
achievements during his time at the helm of
the Judiciary Committee was appointing
California Sen. Dianne Feinstein to the dais.
She was the first woman on the
committee.ABC News' Molly Nagle, Sruthi
Palaniappan and Christine Szabo contributed
to this report.

Supporting our employees as we move
toward re-opening our economy
Our employees’ safety and wellbeing is a top
priority, and we’ve taken extensive steps to
support them during the crisis, including
extra time off for all and expanding access to
medical resources, internally and externally.
As we continue to address the immediate
health and humanitarian impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the public and private
sectors are developing longer-term plans to
re-open our economy. Protecting people’s
safety is important, which is why we must
look to public health officials to guide the
timing and sequencing for lifting restrictions.
Securing the proper amount of equipment,
testing and monitoring, hospital capacity and
other tools and processes in place will be
essential in giving people confidence they can
safely return to work, school and other public
spaces.
As we develop our strategy for returning
more employees to working on-site, the two
principal considerations driving our approach
are using the latest data and information to
do it at the right time – which may differ by
region, state and country – and prioritizing
the health and safety of our employees. We
are working to identify what changes may be
needed to achieve this objective, including
reviewing our current office configurations
and protocols. We are also coordinating with
and seeking guidance from government
entities and health authorities.
Rebuilding a more inclusive economy
In the midst of today’s uncertainties and the
acute impacts – with unemployment high
and little economic activity – it’s hard to plan
for the future. Yet to lay the foundation for
the kind of recovery we need, it is critical

we do so. It is my fervent hope that we use
this crisis as a catalyst to rebuild an economy
that creates and sustains opportunity for
dramatically more people, especially those
who have been left behind for too long. The
last few months have laid bare the reality
that, even before the pandemic hit, far too
many people were living on the edge.
Unfortunately, low-income communities and
people of color are being hit the hardest,
exacerbating the health and economic
inequities that were already unacceptably
pronounced before the virus took over.
An inclusive economy – in which there is
widespread access to opportunity – is a
stronger, more resilient economy. This crisis
must serve as a wake-up call and a call to
action for business and government to think,
act and invest for the common good and
confront the structural obstacles that have
inhibited inclusive economic growth for
years. From the re-opening of small
businesses to the rehiring of workers, let’s
leverage this moment to think creatively
about how we can mobilize to address so
many issues that inhibit the creation of an
inclusive economy and fray our social fabric.
We look forward to sharing more ideas soon
for how to do this. By doing the right thing
during times of crisis, we can emerge stronger
and more cohesive in its wake.
Finally, we are proud that our firm has been
well equipped to quickly step up and provide
significant resources and support because we
entered this crisis in a position of strength.
This is a direct result of the actions and
investments we’ve made over many years to
build a strong, resilient company. We believe
it’s our responsibility to be there for the
people who rely on us in times like this. This is
precisely why we work so hard to be that kind
of company.
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5 Best Holiday
Destinations In August

1. The French Riviera

France is virtually on the UK’s doorstep so after a
relatively short flight – around two hours – you can
be in the gorgeous Cote D’Azur region of the
country. This is the playground of the rich and
famous; the French Riviera includes some of the
most glamorous cities in the country; Nice, St
Tropez, Cannes and Monaco. Expect luxury hotels
and apartments, Michelin star restaurants, high
fashion shopping, pristine beaches and chic bars. If
you like your holidays to include a bit of celebspotting as well as sun-worshipping, this is most
definitely for you.

2.Corfu
This beautiful island is located just off the west
coast of mainland Greece and is a real favourite
with families, searching for a blissful beach
holiday, as well as couples and groups of friends
looking for a lively break. Lovers of sun, sea and
sand will be thrilled by the range of Blue Flag
beaches in Corfu. Sidari is highly recommended,
while those wanting a faster pace of holiday will be
entertained by loud and proud Kavos.

3. Gran Canaria
Holidaymakers can never really go wrong with
the Canary Islands, and Gran Canaria is one of
the most popular of the islands. It delivers on
every level – bustling regions and towns, a family
friendly ambience, large and welcoming
beaches, and plenty to see and do. Pick a resort
to suit your taste; Maspalomas, Playa del Ingles
and Puerto Rico are big hitters, but you’ll find
Amadores and Playa de Mogan quieter and
even a little on the sleepy side. The latter is a
charming little spot, perfect for romantics.

4. Croatiay
Croatia’s secret as one of the most popular holiday
destinations in Europe has been out for a few years – it’s
no longer a hidden gem but still relatively quiet
compared to similar destinations such as Spain, Italy
and Greece. Croatia can provide the best of both worlds
– if you want a memorable beach holiday, try a visit to
Hvar Island or Istria. If you want to combine a beach
holiday and city break, Dubrovnik is one of the most
exciting destinations around right now.

5. Amalfi Coast, Italy
Italy is a country that really deserves to be
explored from top to toe! But if you have a week
or two to play with in August, the Amalfi Coast
is thoroughly recommended. The Amalfi Coast
stretches down the south west of Italy, from just
‘under’ Naples and for around 30 miles, taking
in picturesque clifftop towns as Sorrento,
Ravello and Positano. Any of these would make
for a delightful stay, but the best way to see the
Amalfi Coast is to travel throughout, staying a
few days in each.
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Technician Education Can Fuel
Financial Success
It doesn't take a college degree to understand
that a four-year education may not be the
end-all and be-all it once was, according to a
new survey of U.S. high school students. With
rising costs for higher education, and the way
it equates to a career, more high school
students say costs will be a "deciding factor in
which college they attend or whether they
end up going at all," according to the
Washington D.C.-based nonprofit College
Savings Foundation.
The survey, which is in its 10th year, found
that of the 500 students polled, this year saw
the highest percentage (55 percent) say they
are thinking about technical schools and
career schools in the same way they look at
traditional universities.
This is good news for technical schools (most
notably transportation technology and
repair), that to date have had trouble
attracting students through their doors.
"There is more computer code in today's cars
than there was used to put a man on the
moon," says Jennifer Maher, chief executive
officer of the TechForce Foundation, a
nonprofit organization that supports
students through their education into
successful careers as professional technicians.
"These are skilled, well-paying, technical
jobs."

To put this into perspective, according to
Motor Authority, a Ford GT has more than 10
millon lines of code and the new Ford F150
pickup has more than 150 million lines of
code. Compare that to the shuttle's primary
flight
software,
which
contains
approximately 400,000 lines of code, and it
becomes easy to see the necessity of skilled
technicians and the job security the industry
represents.
According to data from the 2020 AutoCare
FactBook, the auto care industry added
approximately 41,500 jobs in 2018, and
automotive repair and maintenance showed
the greatest increase in average hourly wages
among technician jobs from 2009 to 2018.
More good news: The demand for skilled
technicians continues to rise as older
technicians retire. Additionally, those
numbers increase as technicians move into
other industries, and new positions open up.
To this point, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
predicts that the replacement rate plus the
growth rate will translate to 78,200 per year
from 2016 to 2026.

TechForce's publicity campaign, "Because I'm
a Tech," encourages technicians to share their
stories about how they have succeeded in
skilled technician careers. Some of their
comments: "I bought my first house at age
27;" "I get to do something I love every day;" "I
have a good work/life balance and have time
for my hobbies."
To that end, you can check out Tech Force's
"Get Hands On" video contest that is part of its
current campaign.
To see how beneficial a technical career can
be, click here.
Technician jobs can be an ideal alternative for
many nontraditional learners who can think
outside the box, and who enjoy working with
their hands and solving problems. Plus,
there's the fact that technicians can learn
their skills as soon as two years after high
school and put them to use right away
without the time and expense of a traditional,
four-year college degree.
TechForce's FutureTech Roadmap to the
transportation technology career highlights

some of the traits that make for well-paid,
successful technicians and how parents and
students can identify these valuable skills.
Middle School: Sixth graders to eighth
graders who like to tinker; those who fix the
wobbly bike wheel or design the winning car
in the scouts' soapbox derby, may benefit
from a technical school rather than a
traditional college education.
High School: The high schooler who helps
design and build the sets for the school play
may be the next great technician. Also,
students with diagnoses of ADHD who learn
best with hands-on lessons and struggle with
lengthy, desk-bound assignments are ideally
suited to many technician careers.
Post-Secondary School: High school
graduates with a strong interest in science
and technology can launch fulfilling careers
with training at an ASE-certified program.
The more certifications and degrees earned,
the higher the tech's earning potential from
future employers.

YOUR LOCOMOTIVE
TO NEW OPPORTUNITES

End-to-end event management
Program design & management
Site inspection & venue selection and management
Housing & hotel assistance
Contract negotiation
Budget management
Transportation and logistics management
Social Programs, tours and activities
Team building
Dine around programs
Restaurant selection
Catering solutions
Audio Visual and Production
Entertainment
On-site coordination
Bilingual Event staff
VIP coordination
Hospitality desks
Online registration
Creative gifts & amenities
Theme based design & decor
Award ceremony
Liaising with other contractors

LEARN MORE AT
WWW.WORLDEXPOSOLUTIONS.COM
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